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Venture Capital Intern – PropTech Vertical 

KAURI CAB Group is an Investment, Asset Management and Development Firm specialized on real estate. 
Since 1998 we have managed investment exceeding EUR 1.8 billion via more than 120 investments. Together 
with a network of strong partners, from private equity investors, pension funds, family offices and private 
investors, we predominately invested and developed real estate in the metropolitan region of Berlin and 
Magdeburg. 

The KAURI CAB Group is taking a further step into the future and is therefore looking for an intern Venture 
Capital Intern – PropTech Vertical to strengthen our Kauri Digital team. You analyze the PropTech ecosystem, 
identify the best investment targets and are an important part of every step in the investment process - from 
initial contact to structuring the financing round. 

 

Your challenges 

- Conceptual and operational support in structuring new investment vehicles 
- Recognition, analysis and evaluation of innovative real estate business models 
- Further development of the investment process (optimization and automation via deal flow 

management software etc.) 
- Due diligence tasks and coordination of the investment process 
- Consulting support in the structuring of financing rounds 
- Supporting our portfolio companies in their operating businesses 
- Participation in national and international PropTech events and establishment of Kauri Digital as a 

pioneering voice in the PropTech ecosystem 

 

Your profile 

- Strong interest in start-ups, innovative business models, investments and venture capital 
- Experience in venture capital and / or a startup is an advantage 
- High affinity for new technologies in the real estate industry 
- Profound business sense, in particular a good understanding of business and revenue models as well 

as the underlying cost structures 
- Entrepreneurial personality with high personal initiative 
- Very good analytical skills, structured way of working and project management skills 
- Very good skills in using Google Suite (Google Docs, Google Spreadsheets)  
- Fluent in English, German languages skills are an advantage 
- Very good communication and presentation skills 

 

Timeline: at least three months 

 

Please send us your application:  

Mr Matthias Fuchs (matthias.fuchs@kauridigital.com) 

 




